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Abstract—The attributes and characteristics of optical
transmission fibers have evolved over the years to accommodate different system technologies and optimize overall
system performance. In the emerging era of elastic or flexible networks, optical fibers will continue to play a key role
in determining system reach and capacity. In this paper,
we examine key characteristics of optical fibers for coherent transmission systems and review recent results that
highlight the performance differences observed between
fiber designs and between data rates such as 100 and
200 Gbits/s per channel that describe transceivers in current and near-future flexible networks.
Index Terms—Fiber optics communications; Optical
fibers.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

ince the first demonstration of optical fiber with
attenuation less than 20 dB/km in 1970 [1], optical
fibers and transmission systems have evolved simultaneously in the steady and spectacular progress of optical communications. Together, advances in fiber, component, and
system technologies have enabled the transmission capacity of a single fiber to increase on average by a factor of
approximately 10 every four years from the beginning of
the industry to the present time [2].

Long-haul transmission systems in particular have
changed significantly over the years, described by several
clear generations. The first optical fiber communication
systems were comprised of LED sources emitting in the
850 nm wavelength region and transmitted over multimode optical fibers (MMFs) [3]. However, MMFs have fundamental bandwidth limitations because of intermodal
dispersion, and these early systems quickly gave way to
systems employing single-mode optical fiber with the
advent of single-mode semiconductor lasers in the late
1970s [4]. These single-mode fiber systems were initially
built and deployed to operate in the 1310 nm wavelength
range, largely because the zero-chromatic-dispersion wavelength of a standard step-index single-mode fiber occurs in
that region [5–7].
However, the lowest attenuation region of single-mode
fiber lies in the 1550 nm wavelength window, and this fact
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prompted the next move in transmission systems and fiber
technologies to that part of the spectrum. While attenuation is lowest around 1550 nm, chromatic dispersion is relatively large at approximately 17 ps/nm/km for standard
single-mode fiber. To keep the barrier of dispersion from
inhibiting growth in data rates at 1550 nm, dispersionshifted optical fibers (DSFs) were first developed that
moved the zero-dispersion wavelength also to 1550 nm
[8–11]. While this worked well for single-channel systems
operating at 1550 nm, the advent of erbium-doped fiber
amplifiers (EDFAs) ushered in the age of wavelengthdivision-multiplexed (WDM) systems, and it was soon
discovered that impairments from the nonlinear effect of
four-wave mixing could severely degrade the performance
of multiple-wavelength systems [12]. Furthermore, this
effect is exacerbated by WDM transmission in DSF with
the zero-dispersion wavelength in the transmission wavelength band, thus enhancing the nonlinear effect [13]. This
knowledge then provided the motivation to further change
fiber designs to ensure at least a nominal level of positive
dispersion in the 1550 nm window in an effort to balance
the impairments from dispersion and four-wave mixing,
leading to nonzero-dispersion-shifted fibers (NZ-DSFs)
that had typical dispersion values of 3–8 ps/nm/km at
1550 nm [14–17]. Further innovation in NZ-DSFs then
reduced nonlinear impairments again using designs that
increased the effective area from typical values around
50 μm2 to about 72 μm2 , improving 2.5 and 10 Gbit/s WDM
transmission performance and leading to widespread
deployment [18–21].
Most recently, long-haul and ultra-long-haul optical
transmission systems have undergone another significant
change with the technologies of advanced multilevel modulation formats and coherent detection [22,23]. With coherent receivers and advanced digital signal processing (DSP)
in both transmitters and receivers, modulation formats
encoded in both amplitude and phase are possible with
varying levels of complexity, to produce signals with
different data rates. Examples of formats include binary
phase-shift keying (BPSK), quadrature phase-shift keying
(QPSK), 8 quadrature amplitude modulation (8QAM), and
16QAM, as well as many other potential formats that can
now be realized. Coherent receivers also enable independent data to be encoded on two orthogonal polarizations.
For the same symbol rate, different formats such as those
listed above each have different requirements in terms
of optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) to meet the same
bit error rate (BER). In principle, flexible transceivers
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can then switch between formats using the same hardware
to produce signals that maximize the data rate on an optical channel for a given link OSNR budget. This is indeed a
key idea behind flexible or elastic networks.
For fiber plant, one of the main consequences of coherent
transmission systems is that all chromatic dispersion compensation can now be performed digitally in the receiver, or
divided between the transmitter and receiver. Similarly,
polarization mode dispersion (PMD) can also be compensated in the digital coherent receiver. Thus new systems
are built without any optical dispersion compensation
in-line, as was previously characteristic of dispersionmanaged systems. Not only is it simpler and more costeffective to compensate dispersion digitally, but the
nonlinear performance of coherent systems is significantly
improved without in-line optical dispersion management
[23,24]. For optical fiber, the most important characteristics now boil down rather simply to attenuation and nonlinear tolerance, as these are the characteristics that
directly affect OSNR. However, these fiber parameters
are very important, as they can largely determine the
optical reach of the various formats available to be transmitted and received in emerging elastic networks. In this
paper, we examine the performance levels possible with
different fiber designs and potential reach lengths under
different system and amplification schemes.

II. OPTICAL FIBERS

FOR

COHERENT SYSTEMS

A. Long-Haul Repeatered Systems
As mentioned above, the key fiber parameters affecting
system performance for new coherent systems are attenuation and nonlinear tolerance. A fiber figure of merit (FOM)
has been developed based on the Gaussian noise model
of coherent transmission systems to evaluate the expected
performance of different fibers [25]. We use a simplified
version of that fiber FOM, as given in Eq. (1) below, in
which the FOM is defined relative to a reference fiber,
and it is assumed that dispersion is essentially equivalent
for high-dispersion fibers such as those described by the
International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector G.654 standard [26]. The amplifier noise figure is assumed to be constant for all fibers,
miscellaneous loss components are ignored, and optimal
launch power into each span is assumed for all fibers:




A ·n
2
FOMdB 
10 log eff 2;ref − αdB − αref ;dB  · L
3
Aeff ;ref · n2



1
Leff
10 log
:
(1)
−
3
Leff ;ref
In Eq. (1), Aeff is the fiber effective area, n2 is the nonlinear index of refraction, αdB is the fiber attenuation in
units of dB/km, L is the span length of the repeatered
system being considered, and Leff is the nonlinear effective length. The terms with “ref” in the subscript refer
to the reference fiber. The effective length Leff is defined
as follows (where α is in linear units):
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Leff 

1 − exp−αL 1
≈ :
α
α

(2)

As defined here and based on the Gaussian noise model,
the fiber FOM represents the expected difference in the
20 logQ value between the fiber under evaluation and
the reference fiber in the coherent system. The FOM results of Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 1, where the reference
fiber is chosen to have an attenuation of 0.2 dB/km and
Aeff of 80 μm2, roughly comparable to many standard
single-mode fibers. The span length represented in Fig. 1
is 100 km. The data in Fig. 1 clearly show that reducing
the fiber attenuation and/or increasing the effective area
leads to increased FOM and better system performance.
For example, a fiber with an attenuation of 0.165 dB/km
but the same Aeff has a performance advantage of about
2.3 dB compared to the reference fiber. If the effective area
is increased to 150 μm2 with 0.155 dB/km attenuation,
the performance advantage increases to about 4.7 dB.
In Fig. 1, note that there is a discontinuity between the
attenuation values of 0.174 and 0.175 dB/km. This reflects
the assumption made here that attenuation values below
0.175 dB/km are achieved with pure silica core fibers with
a lower nonlinear index n2 compared to Ge-doped silica
core fibers [26,27]. The values of n2 assumed in Fig. 1 are
2.3 × 10−20 m2 ∕W for Ge-doped fiber and 2.1 × 10−20 m2 ∕W
for silica core fiber.
While Fig. 1 shows that better performance can be obtained by both lowering fiber attenuation and increasing
the effective area, it can also be interesting to examine
the relative strength of those two parameters as a function
of span length [28,29]. In Fig. 2, we calculate the equivalent
increase in the effective area as a function of the reduction
of the fiber attenuation, as defined by having the same increase in FOM with regard to the reference fiber nominal
parameters. This is done for four different span lengths of
120, 100, 80, and 60 km. Figure 2 demonstrates that lowering the fiber attenuation has a larger effect for longer
spans. For example, a reduction in attenuation (from
0.2 dB/km) of −0.04 dB∕km is equivalent to increasing
the effective area (above 80 μm2 ) by approximately 155,
120, 85, and 60 μm2 for span lengths of 120, 100, 80, and
60 km, respectively. Alternatively, one may say that an
increase in the fiber effective area is equivalent to a larger
decrease in attenuation for shorter span lengths in terms
of FOM.

Fig. 1. Fiber FOM as a function of attenuation and effective area
for 100 km spans in a long-haul repeatered system.
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TABLE I
FIBER PARAMETERS

With respect to reference fiber parameters
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Fig. 2. Equivalent increase in effective area as a function of
attenuation reduction for four different span lengths.

We now turn to experimental transmission measurements made to compare different optical fibers and signals
with data rates of 100 and 200 Gbits/s to assess their relative performance, primarily in terms of optical reach. We
first look at a straight comparison of four fibers in the same
system configuration with EDFA amplification. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3 and was described for
three of the fibers previously [30]. The transmission system
in each case had 20 channels with dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) 50 GHz channel spacing, each
modulated at 256 Gbits/s with 32 Gbaud polarizationmultiplexed (PM)-16QAM signals. The span length was
100 km, and the recirculating loop was comprised of
three spans.
The four fibers evaluated in the experiments were G.652compliant Corning® SMF-28e+® and Corning SMF-28®
ULL fiber and two G.654-compliant fibers with larger effective areas, Corning Vascade® EX2000 and Vascade EX3000
fibers. The effective areas of the fibers and the average
span losses constructed from the fibers used in the tests
are provided in Table I.
Results for the Q factors of the center channel at
1550.92 nm derived from BER measurements made by
direct error counting are shown in Fig. 4. For each fiber

type, the optimal launch power per channel was first determined at a distance of 600 km before the rest of the measurements were taken at all other distances. The optimal
channel powers determined were −1, 0, 0, and 1 dBm
for SMF-28 ULL, SMF-28e+, Vascade EX2000, and
Vascade EX3000, respectively. The assumed 20log(Q), or
dBQ, threshold for error-free detection for 23% overhead
soft decision forward error correction (SD-FEC) was
6.25 dB, or 2.0 × 10−3 BER. As shown in Fig. 4, the four
fibers have distinctly varying performance levels depending on their characteristics.
As compared to what is predicted in Q differences at a
given distance from the FOM results in Fig. 1, the actual
differences are somewhat smaller due to multiple effects.
Some of these effects include (1) the transmitter/receiver
back-to-back performance, (2) the finite OSNR of the signals on launch into the loop, (3) the larger negative effect
of the extra loop EDFA on systems with lower fiber attenuation, and (4) the somewhat higher noise figure of the
laboratory EDFAs for smaller gains required by the lower
attenuation fibers. The last three effects can be represented by calculating an effective noise figure (NFeff ) for
the amplifiers after each span as a function of transmission
distance. Values for the calculated NFeff as well as model
results are given in Fig. 5, illustrating the differences between the systems with different fibers. NFeff is calculated
by treating the measured OSNR as if it pertains to a simple
straight-line system, and NFeff is the noise figure of
each EDFA. The model used calculated OSNR values
according to the characteristics of the amplifiers in the experimental system. In principle, much of the differences in
the effective amplifier noise figure could be eliminated in
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup for transmission performance
measurements of four optical fibers for EDFA systems. ECL, external cavity laser; Tx, transmitter; PC, polarization controller; PBC,
polarization beam combiner; VOA, variable optical attenuator;
AOM, acousto-optic modulator; GEF, gain equalization filter;
LSPS, loop synchronous polarization scrambler; FUT, fiber under
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Fig. 4. Transmission performance for 256 Gbit/s PM-16QAM
signals over four different optical fibers with EDFA systems.
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real straight-line systems, accentuating the performance
advantages of the ultralow attenuation fibers.
In addition to the effects present in the laboratory recirculating loop systems described above, there were also differing chromatic dispersion values of the fibers, especially
for the two G.652 fibers compared to the two G.654 fibers,
that were assumed to be negligible in Eq. (1) and Fig. 1 but
likely did have some effect in practice. However, overall the
results clearly indicate the better performance of the fibers
with lower attenuation and/or larger effective areas, both
in dBQ at a given distance, and in enabling longer transmission reach as defined by the maximum transmission
distance before reaching the FEC threshold. In fact, the
increases in the transmission reach of the SMF-28 ULL,
Vascade EX2000, and Vascade EX3000 fibers were about
32%, 80%, and 115%, respectively, compared to the standard single-mode fiber SMF-28e+.
While the previous results were obtained for transmission over EDFA systems, similar differences in performance for different fibers are observed for long-haul
repeatered systems using distributed Raman amplification
[30]. We investigated 256 Gbit/s PM-16QAM transmission
with a similar experimental setup to that in Fig. 3, except
that backward-pumped Raman amplification was used to
compensate for each span loss rather than an EDFA. The
three Raman pump wavelengths employed were 1427,
1443, and 1462 nm. Results for Q factor versus transmission distance using the optimal channel launch powers for
the Raman systems corresponding to three optical fibers
studied are shown in Fig. 6.
The general trends and relative performance of the
fibers in the Raman system are comparable to those in
the EDFA system, although on average the Raman amplified systems have about 50% longer reach lengths. For example, the relative ordering of optimal channel launch
power of the three fibers was the same as for the EDFA
systems, ranging for the Raman systems from −3.5 dBm
for SMF-28 ULL fiber to −2.5 dBm for Vascade EX2000 fiber. However, we note that the effect of the extra EDFA in
the loop to compensate for the loop component loss is larger
for Raman systems, because the noise figure of the EDFA is
significantly larger than the noise figures of the Raman

4000

5000

Fig. 6. Transmission performance for 256 Gbit/s PM-16QAM
signals over three different optical fibers with Raman systems.

amplifiers. This tends to artificially reduce the reach values that would be possible in a straight-line system with
only Raman amplifiers.
As is predicted by theory, the required OSNR for PMQPSK signals is almost 7 dB lower than for PM-16QAM
signals with the same symbol rate to achieve the same
BER [23]. We explored this by transmitting 112 Gbit/s
PM-QPSK signals over the same Raman amplified systems
as the 256 Gbit/s PM-16QAM signals. While the symbol
rate for the PM-QPSK channels was 28 Gbaud instead
of 32 Gbaud, these are close enough to make the comparison. For this set of experiments, we transmitted 40 channels over the same three fibers. The results in terms of Q
factor for the center channel at 1550.92 nm are given
in Fig. 7.
As anticipated, the reach lengths for 112 Gbit/s
PM-QPSK channels are significantly longer than for
256 Gbit/s PM-16QAM channels. Note that the FEC
threshold is assumed to be 8.5 dBQ here, with only 7%
FEC overhead. Regardless of the FEC thresholds, the
achieved distances for the 112 Gbit/s channels were about
7× longer than for the 256 Gbit/s channels for the same
Q-factor value. This level of difference in reach between
QPSK and 16QAM channels has been well documented
by other researchers as well [31]. The required OSNR values for the same Q factor were almost 11 dB higher for the
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Fig. 5. Effective noise figure calculated for EDFA systems from
OSNR measurement data and modeled results.
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Fig. 7. Transmission performance for 112 Gbit/s PM-QPSK
signals over three different optical fibers with Raman systems.
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For Raman systems as studied here, the value of ultralow attenuation also serves to minimize the required
Raman pump power. The average total Raman pump
powers required by the three different fibers in the PM16QAM and PM-QPSK systems to fully compensate the
span losses are shown in Fig. 8. Note that the pump power
required for the SMF-28 ULL fiber systems was about
100 mW lower than that required for the SMF-28e+ fiber
systems, because lower total gain was required for the
smaller span losses with the ultralow-attenuation fiber.
On the other hand, while the Vascade EX2000 fiber has
a much larger effective area than the other fibers, and
therefore a smaller Raman gain coefficient, the required
total pump power was only 85 mW higher than for the
SMF-28e+ fiber systems.
One other benefit of ultralow-attenuation, large effective
area fiber accrues with the use of Raman amplification, and
this is the smaller penalty observed from double Rayleigh
backscattering in the fiber [32]. The capture efficiency of
the Rayleigh backscattered light is inversely proportional
to the fiber effective area, and thus is smaller for larger Aeff
fibers [33]. This can be observed in Fig. 9, which presents
the PM-16QAM signal Q-factor values as a function of
OSNR for two fibers investigated here. The data points represent different transmission distances and use the optimal launch powers for each fiber system. The small but
measurable advantage of ∼0.3–0.4 dBQ of the Vascade
EX2000 fiber compared to the standard single-mode fiber

Total pump power (mW)

1000

12
Vascade EX2000 fiber

11

20log(Q) (dB)

16QAM signal. This is consistent with theory, adjusting for
the different symbol rates, and accounting for a >3 dB
larger implementation penalty for the 16QAM transmitter
and receiver pair. Such wide differences between required
OSNR and reach between the PM-QPSK and PM-16QAM
signals with any given fiber highlight the benefits supplied by flexible transceivers that can change modulation
formats and thus data rates. For fiber plant that cannot
support 200 Gbits/s data rates with a PM-16QAM signal,
the transceiver could reduce the data rate to 100 Gbits/s
using PM-QPSK, or perhaps an intermediate format such
as PM-8QAM that can be supported over the link length.
However, it is worth noting that fibers with ultralow
attenuation and larger effective areas will always enable
the largest system capacities and longest reach lengths
for any given data rate and thus offer the most flexibility
to system operators in terms of network configurability.
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Fig. 9. Q factor versus OSNR for two Raman amplified systems.

illustrates the smaller penalty from double Rayleigh backscatter with that fiber because of its larger effective area
and lower attenuation.
As suggested by Figs. 1 and 2, fibers with ultralow
attenuation and large effective area offer the best performance in coherent transmission systems. Furthermore,
such fibers allow system operators to build networks with
lower overall cost by saving on expensive regenerators.
Depending on specific conditions, it may also be possible
to reduce other costs such as the number of amplifier huts
by increasing the system span length. In a recent study,
we investigated the application of Vascade EX3000 fiber
with nominal 150 μm2 Aeff and ultralow attenuation in
transmission systems with average span lengths longer
than 100 km [34]. The experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 10. Systems with EDFA amplification, 20 channels,
and 32 Gbaud symbol rates of either 256 Gbit/s PM16QAM or 128 Gbit/s PM-QPSK signals were transmitted
in a recirculating loop with three spans of length 110, 112,
and 115 km. The spans were primarily comprised of 100 km
of Vascade EX3000 fiber, with the remainder of each span
being Vascade EX2000 fiber.
The optimal channel launch powers were determined to
be about the same for the two systems at slightly over
1 dBm/channel. At the optimal power, the two systems
were both measured for Q factor and OSNR as functions
of distance for the center channel. The results for Q factor
and OSNR are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively.
As seen with the earlier Raman systems comparison, the
reach length of the PM-QPSK system was at least 7× longer
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Fig. 10. Experimental setup for transmission performance measurements with long span lengths >100 km.
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Fig. 11. Q factor as a function of distance for 256 and 128 Gbit/s
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In terms of optical fiber properties that affect unrepeatered system performance, attenuation and nonlinear tolerance are again central, but their relative importance is
changed from the case of repeatered multispan systems.
The fiber FOM as defined in Eq. (1) was derived for repeatered systems and may not be strictly applicable to an
unrepeatered system, but we can make simple estimations
of the different impacts of effective area and attenuation in
this context. Specifically, we evaluate the fiber parameters
in terms of additional reach, or length of the unrepeatered
span, promoted by variations in Aeff and attenuation compared to reference values.
Consider first the role of fiber effective area in an unrepeatered span. As for a multispan system, we assume that
the channel launch power and nonlinear tolerance are, to
first order, directly related to the OSNR of the received signal. Therefore, the difference in OSNR between a fiber with
Aeff relative to a reference fiber Aeff ;ref , for the same fiber
attenuation, is given by



Aeff · n2;ref
ΔOSNRdB  10 log
:
Aeff ;ref · n2

24

(3)

22

The difference in reach for the fiber under evaluation
relative to the reference fiber is then simply related to
the attenuation of the fibers (assumed equal) as
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Fig. 12. OSNR as a function of distance for 256 and 128 Gbit/s
signals over a system with long span lengths.

than that of the PM-16QAM system as defined at any
given Q value. However, the PM-16QAM system had a
reach of almost 2400 km at the 6.25 dBQ FEC threshold,
and >1000 km with 3 dB margin, sufficient for many terrestrial links. The PM-QPSK system had trans-Atlantic
reach of ∼8000 km with a more than 3 dBQ margin and
OSNR ∼17 dB. The ability to use long spans like these with
an average length of 112.3 km could reduce the number of
repeaters by almost 50% compared to more conventional
submarine span lengths of about 60 km.

Using a Ge-doped silica core reference fiber with effective area Aeff ;ref  80 μm2 , results from Eqs. (3) and (4)
are shown in Fig. 13 for values of attenuation ranging from
0.15 to 0.18 dB/km. Perhaps the most interesting thing to
note is that the absolute difference in reach achievable
from larger effective area fibers is relatively small for any
attenuation. In fact, the increase in reach ΔL is ≤25 km
even for a fiber Aeff as large as 170 μm2. However, the increase is larger for lower attenuation values. Note that the
data in Fig. 13 make the same assumption regarding n2
and attenuation as described earlier. It also does not take

B. Unrepeatered Submarine Systems
Long point-to-point unrepeatered spans of several hundred kilometers are employed in submarine and terrestrial
networks connecting islands to each other and the mainland, mainland points in a festoon configuration, or cities
with difficult-to-access terrain between them. In these
systems, a key objective is to achieve a single-span system
between the points of interest with no active equipment
between terminals, and achieving the maximum reach
and capacity is critical. There have been many recent research experiments with this type of system for both 100
and 200 Gbit/s channels [35–41].

Fig. 13. Increase in unrepeatered span length, or reach, as a function of effective area. Reference fiber effective area  80 μm2 .
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into account any impact of Raman gain on fiber effective area.

the back end of the span to increase Raman gain if backward pumped Raman amplification is used.

Consider next the role of fiber attenuation on the achievable reach of an unrepeatered span system. Such systems
can be designed in many different ways, using different
configurations of Raman amplification, the use of remote
optically pumped amplifiers (ROPAs), etc. However, for
a given type of system design, it is common to provide a
measure of performance as the total maximum span loss
allowed. Using total loss as a metric, we can write that

An example of a recent experiment demonstrating the
benefit of hybrid span construction for 256 Gbit/s PM16QAM transmission over an unrepeatered span utilized
ultralow-attenuation fibers with 150 and 112 μm2 effective
areas [41]. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 15.
Forty channels were generated and launched into three different unrepeatered spans for comparison of performance.
The first span studied was a 286 km homogeneous fiber
span of Vascade EX3000 fiber. The other two span constructions studied were hybrid fiber spans: a 292 km span comprised of 242 km of Vascade EX3000 followed by 50 km of
Vascade EX2000 fiber, and a 304 km span comprised of
242 km of Vascade EX3000 plus 62 km of Vascade EX2000
fiber. At the end of each span, amplification of the signals
was accomplished by a backward pumped Raman amplifier and an EDFA before detection in the digital coherent
receiver. The Raman pump wavelengths were 1427, 1443,
and 1461 nm. The pumps had polarization diversity, and
the maximum total pump power available was a little
over 1 W.

Lossmax dB  αdB · L  αref ;dB · Lref ;

(5)

where L is the span length for the fiber under evaluation
with attenuation αdB and Lref is the span length for the
reference fiber. It is then easy to show that the difference
in span length or reach, ΔL, between the fiber under evaluation and the reference fiber to the first order is given by
ΔL 

αref ;dB − αdB 
· Lossmax dB:
αref ;dB αdB

(6)

Figure 14 shows ΔL as a function of fiber attenuation for
span loss values ranging from 50 to 100 dB. From these
results, it is clear that fiber attenuation can have a very
significant effect on unrepeatered span length, and has a
larger impact than fiber effective area. For example, reducing attenuation from 0.2 to 0.15 dB/km can effectively
increase the span length by approximately 80–160 km,
depending on allowable span loss.
While a larger fiber effective area allows a higher channel launch power and thus an increase in unrepeatered
span reach, Raman gain varies inversely with effective
area. Since almost all long unrepeatered span systems rely
on Raman gain to help compensate for some of the span
loss, hybrid fiber span constructions are often employed
to maximize both launch power and Raman gain as well
as overall system performance [35,41,42]. In such designs,
the larger effective area fiber may be placed at the beginning of the span, where the channel power is highest, and a
fiber with a somewhat smaller effective area is placed at

We first measured and compared the Raman ON/OFF
gain achieved from the backward pumping in the three
span configurations. The Raman gain data at the
1554.13 nm wavelength is shown in Fig. 16 as a function
of normalized pump currents used to drive the Raman
pump lasers. The data in Fig. 16 clearly show the higher
Raman gain achieved in the hybrid spans compared to
the homogeneous span, approximately 21 and 14 dB, respectively. This is due to the smaller effective area of the
Vascade EX2000 fiber compared to Vascade EX3000 fiber.
The higher Raman gain available from the hybrid fiber
span designs directly translates into a lower effective noise
figure for the Raman/EDFA amplifier combination. This
is shown in Fig. 17, where the effective noise figure at
1554.13 nm was calculated from measured OSNR values.
At the maximum possible Raman gain, the two hybrid
spans have lower effective noise figures than the homogeneous span by about 1.4–1.8 dB.
The Q values of all 40 channels transmitted over the
three span configurations are shown together in Fig. 18.
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Fig. 14. Increase in unrepeatered span length, or reach, as a
function of fiber attenuation. Reference fiber attenuation 
0.20 dB∕km.

Fig. 15. Experimental setup for unrepeatered span transmission
with 256 Gbit/s PM-16QAM signals over homogeneous and
hybrid fiber spans. MZM, Mach–Zehnder modulator; PAM, pulse
amplitude modulation; PS, polarization scrambler; OSA, optical
spectrum analyzer.
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higher Raman gain. The 304 km hybrid span system
had a total span loss of 47.3 dB. The average Q value for
this system was almost 7.0 dB, although we note that
for this system the average Q was increased by 0.45 dB
by the application of nonlinear compensation applied in
the receiver DSP [43,44]. All channels for each of the systems had Q values well above the assumed FEC threshold
of 6.25 dB.

22

Raman ON/OFF gain (dB)

20
304 km hybrid fiber span

18

292 km hybrid fiber span
16

286 km homogeneous span

14
12
10
8
6
4
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Normalized pump currents

Fig. 16. Measured Raman ON/OFF gain for three unrepeatered
spans.

4

Ultimately, to achieve superior transmission performance in unrepeatered systems, both advanced fibers
and advanced equipment must be used. Hero transmission
experiments also frequently use ROPAs, pumped either
through a fiber used for data transmission or a dedicated
fiber. As a result of innovations in fibers and active equipment, the maximum unrepeatered distances at 100 Gbits/s
increased from 500 to 610 km [45–48] only over the course
of 18 months. Most recently, 100 Gbits/s unrepeatered
transmission with a span loss of over 100 dB was achieved,
corresponding to a record 626.8 km of transmission
distance [49].

3

Effective NF (dB)

304 km hybrid fiber span

C. Practical Considerations When Splicing Large
Effective Area Fibers
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Fig. 17. Effective noise figure (NF) of Raman/EDFA combination
for three span configurations.

8.0

Large effective area fibers are sometimes perceived to
suffer from higher splice loss compared to G.652 fibers.
This is generally true when a large Aeff fiber is spliced
to a G.652 fiber, and the splice loss depends on the magnitude of difference in Aeff values. The necessity for splicing
fibers with dissimilar Aeff values may occur when a large
Aeff transmission fiber is connected to a G.652 fiber in an
EDFA pigtail at the two ends of the transmission span.
However, even though two such splices are made, only
the losses arising from the second splice (i.e., at the very
end of the span) matter from a transmission performance
standpoint. This is because the loss of the first splice can
be compensated by increasing power at the output of the
EDFA, without an increase in nonlinear effects within
the transmission fiber.

20log(Q) (dB)

7.5

7.0

6.5
SD-FEC threshold

6.0

286 km homogeneous span
292 km hybrid fiber span

5.5

304 km hybrid fiber span
5.0
1545

1550

1555

1560

1565

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 18. Q values derived from direct error counting for three
unrepeatered span configurations.

Note that the average Q value for the 292 km hybrid span
is about 0.2 dB higher than for the 286 km span even
though the total span loss is about 1 dB higher. This is
because of the lower effective noise figure obtained with

However, it must also be noted that within the transmission span multiple splices between large Aeff fibers will be
made. In terrestrial networks the number of splices per
amplifier span is typically higher than in submarine networks, and is determined by the cable drum, usually in
the range of 2–8 km. Our measurements showed that the
typical splice loss between two large Aeff fibers is lower
than the splice loss between two G.652 fibers. This is
because for the same amount of radial offset during the
splice, the relative mode field diameter mismatch for
two large Aeff fibers is smaller than for two G.652 fibers.
The average splice losses between different fibers are summarized in Table II; the results were obtained by performing multiple splices involving low, medium, and high Aeff of
a particular fiber type and averaging out the data [26].
If we investigate a hypothetical scenario with 80 km
spaced amplifiers and splices performed every 5 km, it becomes apparent that the use of Vascade EX2000 fiber provides lower overall splice loss than G.652 fiber (Table III).
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TABLE II
AVERAGE SPLICE LOSS (DB)
Vascade EX3000
Fiber–Vascade EX3000
Fiber

Vascade EX2000
Fiber–Vascade EX2000
Fiber

G.652
Fiber–G.652
Fiber

Vascade EX2000
Fiber–G.652
Fiber

Vascade EX3000
Fiber–G.652
Fiber

Vascade EX3000
Fiber–G.652 Fiber
(w. Bridge Fiber)

0.017

0.024

0.065

0.296

0.162

0.014

SPLICE LOSSES

FOR AN

G.652 fiber
Vascade EX2000 fiber
Vascade EX3000 fiber
Vascade EX3000 fiber
(w. bridge fiber)

TABLE III
80 KM SPAN WITH SPLICES EVERY
5 KM (DB)
Total Similar
Aeff Splice Loss
Within Span

Splice
Loss at
EDFA

Total
Splice
Loss

0.36
0.255
0.21
0.21

0.024
0.065
0.296
0.162

0.384
0.32
0.506
0.372

The use of Vascade EX3000 fiber, on the other hand, leads
to a modest 0.122 dB increase in total splice loss compared
to G.652 fiber. However, this additional loss is much lower
than the reduction in loss due to the difference in attenuation between Vascade EX3000 fiber and G.652 fiber.
Furthermore, to offset the small increase in splice loss, a
practice involving a “bridge” fiber is frequently used. In this
work we used Vascade EX2000 fiber with an intermediate
Aeff as a “bridge” fiber to show that this approach yields
the same or lower total splice loss compared to a G.652only ecosystem [26]. Table III shows that while the use of
“bridge” fiber requires two splices to be performed, the
overall average span splice loss for Vascade EX3000 fiber
can be reduced below that for G.652 fiber.

III. CONCLUSION
We have examined the characteristics of optical fibers
that are most critical to system-level performance in
modern optical networks. With coherent transmitter/
receivers operating at high data rates of 100 Gbits/s and
above, the attributes of fiber attenuation and nonlinear
tolerance, mainly via fiber effective area, have the most
impact on system reach and flexibility that may help promote network elasticity. While both lower attenuation and
larger effective area can comparably increase reach and
performance for multispan repeatered systems, the role
of attenuation assumes disproportionate importance for
long single-span unrepeatered systems. We have illustrated the performance advantages of ultralow attenuation
large effective area fibers for 100 and 200 Gbit/s transmission for several different amplification and system
configurations.
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